The Pirate Guidelines: A Book For Those Who Desire To Keep To The Code And Live A Pirate's Life (Pirates Of The Caribbean)
Synopsis

To live the pirate life, it’s important to keep to the code (of course real pirates know to treat these rules more like guidelines, anyway.) Contained in this authentic handbook is the Pirate Code, as originally devised by the Brethren Court of pirate lords. Also included are topics detailing everything aspiring buccaneers need to know in order to command the respect of fellow scalawags and pursue their hearts’ deepest desires. The Pirates of the Caribbean trilogy of films has created a rich mythology from which to draw the following pearls of wisdom:

- How to Swagger
- Captain Jack Sparrow on Honesty
- What to do When your Compass doesn’t Work
- How to Lift an Aztec Curse
- How to Play Liar’s Dice
- Elizabeth Swann’s Additional Uses for a Wedding Dress
- How to bead your Hair and Beard
- Will Turner’s Sword-fighting Tips
- Identifying the Parts of a Ship
- Pirate-to-English Dictionary
- How to ward off the Black Spot

These indispensable tips will prove useful at sea or in port. Filled with the salty humor and lush dialogue from the incredibly popular movie trilogy, The Pirates of the Caribbean Guidelines provides instructional and humorous information “practical and nautical” accompanied by captivating full-color images of everyone’s favorite pirates.
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Customer Reviews

Can’t get enough of the Pirates films? This book is a must for your shelf. It’s an entertaining read,
and an easy one at that. If you're into the characters from this trilogy of films, then you'll enjoy this book. It stays true to the personalities of all of the characters, and sheds some light on the many intertwining stories. Not to mention, clearing up some pirate lingo. Worth the purchase.

Fanciful technical details provided by Master Gibbs provide a chance to unwind and savor the humor of the alternate reality created by Depp and crew in the POTC sagas. In addition to the "rules" regarding things piratey, we see letters from Elizabeth Swann and various side comments regarding characters and circumstances familiar to fans. A fun addition to even a modest POTC fan's collection.

A fun and interesting introduction to various aspects of pirates and in general, life aboard a sailing ship during the "Golden Age Of Pirates". Also a nice explanation and highlighting of various parts of the Disney Movies "Pirates of The Caribbean".

My daughter and I loved The Pirates of the Caribbean movies and I was very happy to find this book to keep in our collection of movie memorabilia. It is fun reading. Also a very nicely made book. A keeper.

This was a fun book, and inexpensive. This was a well researched books on the life of the pirates, and at the same time incorporating the Disney’s Pirates of the Caribbean stories and characters. Illustrations were well chosen. Have to confess the tongue in cheek attitude (which made it fun) had me confused if the author was being serious or not. The letters, written by the films' characters were hilarious, especially the ones written by Elizabeth Swann. And I have to give credit for all the information about Pirates and their ideas of the afterlife, mermaids, sirens, Calypso, etc. How these sea dogs came up with their own mythology is amazing, and how they were able to keep mermaids, sirens, huldras, distinct with their own powers and abilities is a hoot. Some great pictures that will keep young readers entertained, but some adults might want to check it out first. When I was in the mood for some light reading, this fit the bill. Does a great job on adding a bit more to the world of the Pirates of the Caribbean. JThreeWilliston ND

How can anyone not rate this book 5 stars. The book is based on the premise that Mr. Gibbs wrote down the pirate code since he was always explaining it on all three POC movies. Its an easy read and a very thorough narrative of pirate history. I would recommend to anyone interested in learning
more than what POC has taught us about pirates.

By and large a regurgitation of what was said in the movies, only a few extras. Not sure what age-range this is geared to. I don’t think kids would be interested in many of the things included, but there’s little humor other than the odd movie reference so little to keep the adults amused. Kind of weird.

Just as ‘Cliff Claven’ had all the answers on "Cheers" (or at least he thought so), Mr. Gibbs has all the answers to your questions about POTC. This book of guidelines provides quite a bit of info on POTC and also about pirates in general. A must if you’re a POTC fan. Very enjoyable!
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